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Stock footage and stock graphic resources can be used to create your own new content with effects
that completely surround you. NewBlue provides both vintage and high-resolution new content in all

formats, including new raw footage, stock VHS, stock film and much more. Also the new NewBlue
Scratch Servers can be used to replace any background (usually stock) footage with your own
images and remove unwanted footage from your clips, you can easily purchase these at the

NewBlue Store using the coupon code NEWBLCAMERA. It is available for all users, not just Standard
Version users. The common denominator, of course, is that a better version of the software is
available.TotalFX includes full-featured, final versions of Elements, Essentials, Filters, Stylizers,

Transitions and Titling. All Ultimate editions of these NewBlue plugins make it easy to add many of
the most-used plug-ins from NewBlue into any of your favorite video or audio editing applications.

NewBlue have started updating their website weekly with all the latest bits and pieces to assist
software users. Many of the latest updates to their software are mentioned here, and they provide

some useful advice about compatible versions of NLE's. A pity about the price, but the website
provides a lot of useful information anyway. But like other software companies, NewBlue have been

under pressure to cut costs in recent times. They did so in a reasonably well-executed way, by
merging across their product lines. NewBlue Titler and NewBlue Elements are now available for

purchase separately, or as one package. I prefer the latter option.
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